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March 8, 2020 

 
Dear Tara Community, 
 
As you know, the situation with the coronavirus (COVID-19) is changing rapidly. We want 
to share with you what Tara is doing do help prevent the spread of illness, our planning for 
various scenarios in case of the potential spread of the coronavirus in our community, and 
how we are handling travel plans that may be affected by the virus and its effects on various 
locales.  
 
As the CDC has emphasized, there is not currently a coronavirus pandemic in the United 
States. However, this past week has included increased testing along with more confirmed 
cases of (and deaths due to) the coronavirus in the US. Yesterday, the Governor of New York 
declared a state of emergency to contain the spread of the virus in that state. At the same 
time, the death rate due to the coronavirus remains below that associated with the common 
flu. The concern is that much less is known about the behavior and effects of the coronavirus 
as compared with influenza; therefore, exceptional steps are being taken worldwide. 
 
At this time, our Leadership Council is monitoring the situation closely over the course of 
each day. We are taking the following steps to help to keep our community healthy and to 
prevent the spread of infectious disease: 
• Disinfectant is being applied daily to all commonly-touched surfaces at the Tara 

schoolhouse campus and at the Nomad Playhouse.  
• Students, faculty and staff are encouraged to follow (and remind each other to follow) 

basic health best practices at all times, such as washing hands in warm soapy water for 
30 seconds frequently, covering up all coughs and sneezes, avoiding sharing of water 
bottles or utensils, limiting touching, etc. 

• Students, faculty and staff are also encouraged to follow their personal protocols for 
boosting their immune systems, including eating well, sleeping sufficiently etc.   

• Parents are similarly encouraged to practice basic health best practices at home with all 
family members. 

• Students, faculty and staff who feel ill are asked to stay home until they are fully 
recovered. 

• Anyone who believes they have been exposed to the coronavirus should consult with a 
doctor immediately. 

• Please report any health issues or concerns to the Leadership Council.  



    

 

 
 
 
As we monitor the changing situation each day, we are prepared to alter our planning and 
procedures. Our Leadership Council is actively considering how we will handle various 
scenarios (including possible strategies like virtual classrooms in case of an extreme situation 
that could result in school closure over an extended period of time). We will communicate 
these plans and any changes when the time is appropriate.   
 
The most immediate concern that we have had to this point regarding the coronavirus is 
regarding travel for the 9th/11th grade NYC Trip and the 12th grade Europe Trip. At this time, 
we are proceeding by monitoring the situation closely. Each family should carefully consider 
their student’s unique health condition; we encourage anyone who may have a compromised 
immunity to be evaluated by a doctor to make a specific recommendation about that student 
traveling with the relevant Tara trip. While each travel experience with Tara is carefully 
planned as an integral part of the curriculum, we understand that some students may need 
to opt out due to this situation. We, of course, are hopeful that we will not have to cancel any 
of the Tara trips, but we are also keenly aware of our responsibility for the students, and we 
are prepared to cancel if the situation calls for it.  
 
It is important to remember that handling the spread of a serious contagion like the 
coronavirus is primarily a task for public health agencies. Any directives from the World 
Health Organization, CDC or local governmental and health organizations will be followed 
by Tara.  
 
In times like this, we are particularly grateful for the strength, understanding and 
cohesiveness of the Tara community. Please continue to watch for further communications 
from us on this matter, and feel free to reach out with any individual concerns.  
 
Warmly, 
 
Catherine Barricklow, Laurel Fisher, Betsy Barricklow, Greer Galloway 
The Tara Leadership Council 
  


